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Abstract—In the context of distributed estimation we consider
the problem of sensor collaboration, which refers to the act
of sharing measurements with neighboring sensors prior to
transmission to a fusion center. While incorporating the cost of
sensor collaboration, we aim to find optimal sparse collaboration
topologies subject to a certain information or energy constraint.
To achieve this goal, we present a tractable optimization frame-
work and propose efficient methods to solve the formulated
sensor collaboration problems. The effectiveness of our approach
is demonstrated by numerical examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we study the problem of distributed estimation
[1], where each sensor reports the local observation of the
phenomenon of interest and transmits a processed message
(after inter-sensor communication) to a fusion center (FC)
that determines the global estimate. The act of inter-sensor
communication is referred to as sensor collaboration, where
sensors are allowed to share their observations with a set of
neighboring nodes prior to transmission to the FC. Recently,
there has been a growing interest in designing sensor col-
laboration schemes, spurred by a significant improvement of
estimation performance resulting from collaboration [1]–[3].

In [1], the optimal collaboration strategy was studied in
an orthogonal multiple access channel (MAC) setting with a
fully connected network, where all the sensors are allowed to
collaborate. For a coherent MAC, it was shown in [2] that
even a partially connected network can yield performance
close to that of a fully connected network; examples of
partially connected networks include nearest-neighbor and
random geometric graphs. However, the work of [1], [2]
assumed that there is no cost associated with collaboration,
the collaboration topologies are fixed and given in advance,
and the only unknowns are the collaboration weights used to
combine sensor observations. In [3], the nonzero collaboration
cost was taken into account and a greedy algorithm was
developed for seeking the optimal collaboration topology in
energy constrained sensor networks. This work is an extension
of [3]. We present a tractable framework to solve the collab-
oration problem with nonzero collaboration cost, and propose
an efficient solution.

First, we describe collaboration through the collaboration
matrix, in which the nonzero entries characterize the collabo-
ration topology and the values of these entries characterize
the collaboration weights. We introduce a formulation that
simultaneously optimizes both the collaboration topology and
the collaboration weights. This is in contrast to [3], where
the optimization was performed in a sequential manner. The

new formulation results in more efficient allocation of energy
resources as evidenced by improved distortion performance in
numerical simulations.

Second, in addition to the energy constrained problem
considered in [3] where the Fisher information was maximized
subject to a total energy budget, we also study an information
constrained problem where the energy cost is minimized
with a constraint on the Fisher information. For the informa-
tion constrained problem, we apply the alternating directions
method of multipliers (ADMM) [4] to find its locally optimal
solutions. For the energy constrained problem, we exploit its
relationship with the information constrained problem and
propose a bisection algorithm to solve it. Numerical results
are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed
methods.

II. SPARSITY-AWARE SENSOR COLLABORATION

We first introduce the architecture of distributed estimation
with sensor collaboration in Fig. 1; see [3] for more details.
Based on the system model, the collaboration problems con-
sidered in this work are then formulated.

A. System Model
To estimate a random parameter θ, which follows a Gaus-

sian distribution with zero mean and variance η2, we consider
the estimation system shown in Fig. 1, which includes linear
sensing, spatial collaboration, coherent-MAC transmission,
and linear estimation.
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Fig. 1: The collaborative estimation architecture.

The linear sensing model is given by

x = h̃θ + ε, (1)
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where x = [x1, . . . , xN ]T denotes the vector of measurements

from N sensors, h̃ is the vector of observation gains with
known second order statistics E[h̃] = h and cov(h̃) = Σh,
and ε represents the vector of zero-mean Gaussian noise with
cov(ε) = Σ.

We assume that M predetermined nodes, out of a total
of N ≥ M sensor nodes, communicate with the FC over a
coherent MAC, and each sensor is able to pass its observation
to one or more nodes among the M communicating nodes.
The sensor collaboration process is described by

z = Wx, (2)

where z ∈ R
M denotes the message after collaboration, and

W ∈ R
M×N is the collaboration matrix contains weights used

to combine sensor measurements. In (2), with a relabelling of
the sensors, we assume that the first M sensors communicate
with the FC. Note that the collaboration topology can be
inferred from the nonzero entries of W, and is characterized
by the cardinality function

card(Wmn) =

{
0 Wmn = 0
1 Wmn �= 0,

(3)

where Wmn is the entry of the matrix W at the mth row and
nth column. In (3), card(Wmn) = 0 indicates no collaboration
link from the nth sensor to the mth sensor, and card(Wmn) =
1 signifies that the nth sensor shares its observation with the
mth sensor. For instance, a matrix W with card(Wmn) = 1
for all m = 1, . . . ,M and n = 1, . . . , N corresponds to a
fully-connected network. And a matrix W with card(Wmn) =
1 only for m = n = 1, . . . ,M implies a distributed network.

For a given collaboration topology, the collaboration cost
is given by

QW =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

Cmncard(Wmn), (4)

where C is a known cost matrix, and Cmn corresponds to
the cost of sharing an observation from the nth sensor to the
mth sensor. We assume that Cmm = 0, since each node can
collaborate with itself without any cost.

The message z is transmitted to the FC through a coherent
MAC, so that the received signal is given by a coherent sum

y = g̃T z+ u, (5)

where g̃ = [g̃1, . . . , g̃M ] denotes the channel gains with
known second order statistics E[g̃] = g = [g1, . . . , gM ]T and
cov(g̃) = Σg , and u is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with
variance ζ2. The transmission cost is defined by the energy
required for transmitting the message z

PW =

M∑
m=1

Eθ,h̃,ε[z
2
m] = tr[WExW

T ], (6)

where Ex = Σ+ η2(hhT +Σh).
We assume that the FC has full knowledge of the parameters

η2, h, Σh, Σ, g, Σg and ζ2, where the variance and covari-
ance matrices are invertible. Then for estimating the random
parameter θ, we consider the linear minimum mean square
error (LMMSE) estimator [3]

θ̂ = aLMMSEy, (7)

where aLMMSE =
E[yθ]
E[y2] , E[y

2] = tr[EgWExW
T ]+ ζ2, E[yθ] =

η2gTWh, Eg = ggT +Σg , and Ex has been defined in (6).
Given the estimator, we adopt an equivalent Fisher information
[3] as the performance metric

JW =
(gTWh)2

tr[EgWExWT ]− η2(gTWh)2 + ζ2
, (8)

which is monotonically related to the actual estimation distor-
tion (mean square error)

DW = E[(θ − aLMMSE y)
2] =

η2

1 + η2JW
. (9)

B. Problem Formulation
We concatenate the elements of W into a vector w =

[w1, w2, . . . , wL]
T , where L = MN . For l = 1, 2, . . . , L, we

have wl = Wmlnl
, where ml = � l

N �, nl = l−(� l
N �−1)N and

�x� is the ceiling function that yields the smallest integer not
less than x. Then the collaboration cost (4) can be rewritten
as Qw =

∑L
l=1 Cmlnl

card(wl).
According to [3], the expressions of transmission cost (6)

and Fisher information (8) can be equivalently written as,

Pw = wTΩPw, Jw =
wTΩJNw

wTΩJDw + ζ2
, (10)

where

ΩP = IM ⊗Ex, IM is the M ×M identity matrix, (11)

ΩJN = GhhTGT , [G]l,n =

{
gml

n = nl,
0 otherwise,

(12)

ΩJD = G(Σ+ η2Σh)G
T+η2HΣgH

T+η2Σg ⊗Σh

+Σg ⊗Σ, H = IM ⊗ h, (13)

Ex has been defined in (6), h is the mean of observation gain,
and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

Based on the collaboration cost Qw, transmission cost Pw,
and performance measure Jw, we pose the sensor collabora-
tion problems considered in this work as follows.

• Information constrained sensor collaboration

minimize
w

wTΩPw +
∑L

l=1 Cmlnl
card(wl)

subject to
wTΩJNw

wTΩJDw + ζ2
≥ J,

(P1)

where J > 0 is a given information threshold.

• Energy constrained sensor collaboration

maximize
w

wTΩJNw

wTΩJDw + ζ2

subject to wTΩPw+
∑L

l=1Cmlnl
card(wl) ≤ P,

(P2)

where P ∈ (0,+∞) is a given energy budget.
Remark 1: To guarantee the feasibility of (P1), the in-

formation threshold is upper bounded, J < J0, where
J0 is the resulting Fisher information for a fully con-
nected collaboration topology with an infinite energy bud-
get. The expression of J0 is given by [3] J0 = hT (Σ +

η2Σh)
−1h

[
1 + 1+η2hT (Σ+η2Σh)

−1h

gTΣ−1
g g

]−1

. Therefore, the es-

timation distortion Dw in (9) belongs to (D0, η
2), where
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D0 = η2

1+η2J0
denotes the minimum distortion, and η2 signifies

the maximum distortion, which is achieved when Jw = 0.
We note that both (P1) and (P2) are nonconvex optimization

problems not only due to the presence of the cardinality
function but also the nonconvexity of the expression for Fisher
information. In what follows, we employ the reweighted �1
norm, the alternating direction method of multipliers, and a
bisection algorithm, to find locally optimal solutions of (P1)
and (P2). The proposed bisection algorithm is in contrast to the
heuristic method in [3], where the optimization is performed
in a greedy manner. Numerical experiments show that our
proposed approach yields more efficient solutions as evidenced
by improved estimation performance.

III. INFORMATION CONSTRAINED COLLABORATION

Due to the presence of the cardinality function, the proposed
sensor collaboration problems are combinatorial in nature. A
standard method for solving (P1) is to replace the cardinality
function with the �1 norm. However, the use of the �1
norm leads to the undesired dependence on the magnitude
of elements in a vector [5]. Therefore, the authors in [5]
proposed an iterative reweighted �1 method for optimization.
Specifically, we replace card(wl) with αt

l |wl|, where αt
l is

a positive weight corresponding to the optimization variable
wl at the tth iteration. During each iteration, we solve the
weighted �1 minimization problem

minimize
w

wTΩPw + ‖Ψtw‖1
subject to wT (JΩJD −ΩJN)w + Jζ2 ≤ 0,

(P′
1)

where Ψt = diag(αt
1Cm1n1

, . . . , αt
LCmLnL

) and its solution
is denoted by wt+1. Then, we update the weights αt+1

l =
1

|wt+1
l |+ν

, where the parameter ν > 0 is used to ensure the

validity of inversion of zero-value component in wt+1, and
α0
l =1 for l=1, . . . , L. The reweighted �1-based method typi-

cally takes few reweighting iterations to converge [5]. In our
numerical experiments, only 4 or 5 iterations are required for
satisfactory accuracy. We refer readers to [5] for the detailed
algorithm and more applications. Given {αt

l}l=1,...,L, the
resulting problem (P′

1) is a nonconvex optimization problem
since the matrix JΩJD−ΩJN is not positive semidefinite, where
both ΩJD and ΩJN are positive semidefinite. We also remark that
to solve the original information constrained problem (P1),
the iterative reweighted �1 method corresponding to (P′

1) is
used as the outer loop, and the following ADMM algorithm
constitutes the inner loop.

Alternating direction method of multipliers
It has been recently observed in [4], [6] that the alternat-

ing direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is a powerful
tool in solving optimization problems that involve sparsity-
promoting functions (e.g., cardinality functions and �1 norms).
For a nonconvex problem, such as the one considered here,
ADMM yields a locally optimal solution when it converges,
although its convergence is not guaranteed [4]. However, our
numerical experiments and those in other works such as [4],
[6] demonstrate that ADMM indeed works well in practice.

We begin by reformulating the optimization problem (P′
1)

in a way that lends itself to the application of ADMM.
After introducing the indicator function corresponding to the

constraint set and a new vector variable v, the problem (P′
1)

can be written as

minimize
w,v

wTΩPw + ‖Ψv‖1 + I(w)

subject to w = v,
(14)

where we replaced Ψt with Ψ for notational simplicity, and
the indicator function I(w) is defined as

I(w) =

{
0 if wT (JΩJD −ΩJN)w + Jζ2 ≤ 0
+∞ otherwise.

(15)

Then, the augmented Lagrangian of (14) is given by

L(w,v,λ) = wTΩPw + ‖Ψv‖1 + I(w)

+ λT (w − v) +
ρ

2
‖w − v‖22, (16)

where the vector λ is the Lagrangian multiplier, the scalar
ρ > 0 is a penalty weight, and ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Euclidean
norm.

The ADMM algorithm can be described as follows [4]. For
k = 0, 1, . . ., we iteratively execute the following three steps

wk+1 = argmin
w

L(w,vk,λk), (17)

vk+1 = argmin
v

L(wk+1,v,λk), (18)

and λk+1 = λk+ρ(wk+1−vk+1), until ‖wk+1−vk+1‖2 ≤ δ
and ‖vk+1 − vk‖2 ≤ δ, where δ is a stopping tolerance. To
initialize ADMM, we choose w0 as the value of the optimal
collaboration vector within a fully-connected network, see the
derivation in [3, Theorem 1], and let v0 = w0.

The rationale behind using ADMM is that we can effectively
separate the original non-differentiable problem into a ‘w-
minimization’ step (17) and a ‘v-minimization’ step (18), of
which the former can be treated as a quadratic optimization
problem with only one constraint and the latter can be solved
analytically.

1) w-minimization step: Completing the squares with re-
spect to w in (16), the w-minimization step (17) is given by

minimize
w

wTΩPw + ρ
2‖w − ak‖22

subject to wT (JΩJD −ΩJN)w + Jζ2 ≤ 0,
(19)

where we have applied the definition of I(w) in (15), and
ak = vk−1/ρλk . The problem (19) is a nonconvex quadratic
program over one inequality quadratic constraint (QP1QC).

To seek the global minimizer of a nonconvex QP1QC, we
solve the following semidefinite program (SDP)

minimize
Z∈RL+1

tr(B0Z)

subject to tr(B1Z) = 1, tr(B2Z) ≤ 0, Z � 0,
(20)

where B0 =

[
0 −ρ

2 (a
k)T

−ρ
2a

k ΩP +
ρ
2I

]
, B1 =

[
1 0T

0 0

]
and B2 =[

Jζ2 0T

0 JΩJD −ΩJN

]
.

In (20), if Z =

[
1 wT

w wwT

]
, which implies rank(Z) = 1,

then the SDP is equivalent to the original QP1QC (19).
Therefore, problem (20) is a relaxed version of (19), obtained
by removing the rank-one constraint. However, it has been
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shown in [7] that strong duality holds between a nonconvex
QP1QC and its SDP relaxation. Further, it has been proved
in [8] that a rank-one optimal solution Z to such an SDP
(20) exists. For instances where Z is not of rank one, a
standard rank-one decomposition procedure [9] can be applied
to generate the global minimizer of QP1QC from Z. In our
extensive experiments, we have observed that the solution to
(20) always satisfies rank(Z) = 1.

2) v-minimization step: Completing the squares with re-
spect to v in (16), the v-minimization step (18) becomes

minimize
v

‖Ψv‖1 + ρ
2‖v − bk‖22, (21)

where bk = 1
ρλ

k +wk+1.
The solution of (21) is given by a soft thresholding [6]

vl =

⎧⎨
⎩

(1− αt
lCmlnl

ρ|bkl |
)bkl |bkl | >

αt
lCmlnl

ρ

0 |bkl | ≤
αt

lCmlnl

ρ

(22)

for l = 1, 2, . . . , L, where vl denotes the lth element of a
vector v.

The ADMM algorithm has a fast convergence and typically
takes few tens of iterations to converge [4]. In our experiments,
the number of iterations is around 40. At each iteration, the
computational complexity of ADMM is dominated by the cost
of solving the SDP problem (20), which is approximated by
O(M4.5N4.5) [10], where MN is the dimension of w.

IV. ENERGY CONSTRAINED COLLABORATION

The energy constrained problem (P2) is much more difficult
due to the nonconvex objective function and the cardinality
function in the inequality constraint. Particularly, even if we
replace the cardinality function with �1 norm, the resulting
�1-based energy constrained problem is still hard to solve and
does not guarantee a feasible solution to (P2) because of the
change of inequality constraints.

However, if the collaboration topology is given, the collab-

oration cost
∑L

l=1 Cmlnl
card(wl) is a constant and the con-

straint in (P2) becomes a homogeneous quadratic constraint
(i.e., no linear term with respect to w is involved). Therefore,
(P2) becomes a problem with quadratic constraints and an
objective that is a ratio of homogeneous quadratic functions.
Reference [3] demonstrates that this problem can be solved
analytically by solving the KKT optimality conditions.

Setting w = βŵ for some fixed vector ŵ, it can be shown
that the objective and constraint functions in (P2) are strictly
increasing functions of β when β > 1, and strictly decreasing
functions of β when β < 1. Then, from Proposition 1, we can
conclude that (P1) is a “converse formulation” of (P2).

Proposition 1: Consider the two problems (P1) and (P2),
and denote their optimal values by Popt(J) and Jopt(P ),
respectively. Then, the two problems are converse with each
other in the sense that if J = Jopt(P ), the optimal solution
of (P1) is equal to the solution of (P2); if P = Popt(J), the
optimal solution of (P2) is equal to the solution of (P1).
Proof: The proof is omitted for brevity and will be reported
elsewhere. �

According to Proposition 1, the solution of the energy
constrained problem (P2) can be obtained by seeking the
global minimizer of the information constrained problem (P1),

only if the information threshold in (P1) is set by using the
optimal value of (P2). However, this methodology is practi-
cally intractable since the optimal value of (P2) is unknown
in advance, and problem (P1) cannot be solved exactly using
the methods proposed in Sec. III.

Instead of deriving a solution of (P2) from its converse
problem (P1), we can infer the collaboration topology of the
energy constrained problem (P2) from the sparsity structure
of the solution to the information constrained problem (P1)
using a bisection algorithm. We recall that objective function
of (P2) (in terms of Fisher information) is bounded over an
interval [0, J0]; see Remark 1. And there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between Fisher information and energy budget P in
(P2). Therefore, a bisection procedure can be performed on the
interval [0, J0], and then we solve the information constrained
problem to obtain the resulting energy cost and collaboration
topology. The procedure terminates if the resulting energy cost
is reasonably close to the energy budget P . We summarize the
bisection algorithm in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Bisection algorithm for seeking the optimal
collaboration topology of (P2)

Require: Given Jl = 0 and Ju = J0 for the lower bound and
upper bound on the Fisher information.

1: repeat J = Jl+Ju

2
2: For a given information threshold J , solve (P1) to

obtain the collaboration topology (in terms of the
sparsity structure of w) and the resulting energy cost
P (J).

3: if P (J) < P then Jl = J
4: else Ju = J
5: end if
6: until Ju − Jl < δ or |P − P (J)| < δ

In Step 2 of Algorithm 1, we can apply the proposed ADMM
method to solve the information constrained problem. And
the bisection procedure is convergence-guaranteed and at
most requires �log2(J0/δ)� iterations. In our experiments, the
number of iterations is typically around 10 for δ = 10−3. Once
the collaboration topology is obtained, the energy constrained
problem can be formulated as a quadratically constrained
ratio with homogeneous quadratic functions, which has been
analytically solved in [3, Theorem 1]. For the sake of brevity,
we refer readers to [3] for more details.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Consider the system model shown in Fig.1, and set the
values of system parameters as [3, Example 3], where η2 =
ζ2 = 1, h = h0

√
αh1, g = g0

√
αg1, Σh = h2

0(1 − αh)I,
Σg = g20(1 − αg)I and Σ = σ2[(1 − μ)I + μ11T ]. For
simplicity, we select h0 = g0 = σ2 = 1, αh = 0.9, αg = 0.8
and μ = 0.5. The collaboration cost matrix C is given by
Cmn = τ‖sm− sn‖2, where τ = 0.5 and si is the location of
sensor i. To perform the proposed optimization methods, we
select ρ = 20 as the ADMM parameter and δ = 10−3 for the
stopping tolerance.

In Fig. 2, we apply the reweighted �1-norm based ADMM to
solve the information constrained problem (P1), and compare
its performance with that of ADMM with unweighted �1 norm
and an exhaustive search that enumerates all possible sensor
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collaboration schemes. For the tractability of an exhaustive
search, we assume N = 5 and M = 3. The top plot shows
the minimum energy cost as a function of the normalized
distortion, which is monotonically related to the information
threshold and given by Dw−D0

η2−D0
; see Remark 1. In this example,

D0 ≈ 0.4. The rationale behind showing normalized distortion
is that it belongs to the interval (0, 1) since D0 < Dw <
η2, and that we can compare the effectiveness of collabo-
ration across different operating regimes. As expected, the
unweighted �1-based ADMM yields much worse performance
than the reweighted �1-norm based ADMM. The bottom plot
shows the percentage of (active) collaboration links, obtained

by
card(w)
MN , as a function of the normalized distortion. As we

can see, a smaller estimation distortion enables more sensors
to collaborate. By contrast, for large values of distortion,
the network tends to perform in a distributed manner where
no inter-sensor collaboration exists, and thus the energy is
allocated only for the measurement transmission since each
sensor can collaborate with itself at no cost.
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In Fig. 3, we employ the proposed bisection algorithm to
solve the energy constrained problem (P2) for a relatively large

network with N =M =10. We present the resulting estimation
distortion and the percentage of (active) collaboration links as
a function of the energy budget. Also, we show the results of
using the greedy method in [3]. Note that the method in [3]
yields worse estimation performance than our approach, even
though its resulting number of collaboration links is larger
except for two extreme cases: the distributed network and the
fully-connected network. This indicates that compared to the
number of collaboration links, the optimality of the sparsity
structure of w has a more significant impact on the estimation
performance. We also see that the normalized distortion ceases
to decrease significantly beyond the activation of 60% collab-
oration links, which means that only a sparse collaboration
network can yield near optimal estimation accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

We studied the problem of distributed estimation with sen-
sor collaboration. By establishing a correspondence between
the collaboration topology and the sparsity structure of the
collaboration matrix, we explicitly formulated the sensor col-
laboration problems as sparsity-aware optimization problems.
Further, we studied two types of sensor collaboration prob-
lems: information constrained problem and energy constrained
problem, where we employed the reweighted �1-norm based
ADMM and the bisection algorithm to find their locally opti-
mal solutions. Finally, we presented numerical results to show
the effectiveness of our approach by comparing it with state of
the art methods. In future work, we will consider the case of
estimating a vector parameter, and study sensor collaboration
problems with individual energy constraints. Also, we will
consider the effects of sensor selection on the performance
of distributed estimation with sensor collaboration.
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